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Abstract—Joint communication and sensing (JCAS) is a
promising technology for 6th Generation (6G) mobile networks,
such as intelligent vehicular networks, intelligent manufacturing,
and so on. Equipped with two spatially separated antenna
arrays, the base station (BS) can perform downlink active
JCAS in a mono-static setup. This paper proposes a Concurrent
Downlink and Uplink (CDU) JCAS system where the BS can
use the echo of transmitted dedicated signals for sensing in the
uplink timeslot, while performing reliable uplink communication.
A novel successive interference cancellation-based CDU JCAS
processing method is proposed to enable the estimation of uplink
communication symbols and downlink sensing parameters. Ex-
tensive simulation results verify the feasibility of the CDU JCAS
system, showing a performance improvement of more than 10
dB compared to traditional JCAS methods while maintaining
reliable uplink communication.

Index Terms—Joint communication and sensing, 6G system,
concurrent downlink and uplink.

I. INTRODUCTION

Critical machine-type applications of 6th generation (6G)
networks, such as intelligent vehicular networks, intelligent
manufacturing and smart cities, require terminals and infras-
tructures to have environmental sensing and machine cooper-
ation capabilities to facilitate automatic control of intelligent
machines [1]. Therefore, wireless communication and sensing
abilities are indispensable for 6G networks. However, the
proliferation of wireless sensing and communication infras-
tructure and devices will result in severe spectrum congestion
problems [2]. In this context, joint communication and sensing
(JCAS) has emerged as one of the most promising 6G key
techniques due to its potential in improving spectrum and
energy efficiency. It can achieve wireless sensing and commu-
nication abilities simultaneously by using the unified spectrum
and transceiver with the same signal transmission [3].

Recently, the full-duplex (FD) array and transceiver designs
required to implement downlink (DL) active JCAS have been
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widely studied. In [4], the authors pointed out that the critical
enabler for implementing DL active JCAS is the FD operation
to simultaneously transmit JCAS signals and receive reflec-
tions from the environment. In [5], the authors proposed that
a feasible near-term solution for the FD JCAS operation is
using two sets of spatially well-separated antenna arrays for
transmitting and receiving. In [6], the authors developed an
FD JCAS system that detects targets within 20 meters while
maintaining an FD link with another communication node.

In this paper, we propose a concurrent downlink and uplink
(CDU) JCAS system based on OFDM signals, which can
double the sensing efficiency of BS with negligible impact
on uplink (UL) communications. It exploits the two-array
setup in a JCAS node, and conducts DL active sensing in
the UL data communication timeslot while receiving the UL
communication signals. It is particularly suitable for millimeter
wave (mmWave) signals, given its propagation property of
dominated line-of-sight (LoS) path. To our best knowledge,
this is the first work that investigates this setup. The main
advantage, compared to sensing using the UL signals, is
that sensing can be conducted in a well-controlled manner
and in a mono-static setup. Therefore, the CDU JCAS is
indispensable for sensing environment consecutively. In order
to realize CDU JCAS, suppressing the mutual interference
between UL communication and DL active sensing signals at
the BS is critical. We propose a novel successive interference
cancellation (SIC)-based method to remove the interference of
UL communication to echo sensing signal processing without
reducing the reliability of UL communication significantly.
This method enables both the effective estimation of UL
communication symbols and DL sensing echo channels.

Notations: Bold uppercase letters denote matrices (e.g., M);
bold lowercase letters denote column vectors (e.g., v); scalars
are denoted by normal font (e.g., γ); (·)H , (·)∗ and (·)T
denote Hermitian transpose, complex conjugate and transpose,
respectively; ‖vk‖l represents the l-norm of vk, Tr (M) is the
trace of M, and E (·) represents the expectation of random
variables.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we present the CDU JCAS scenario and
JCAS channel models to provide fundamentals for the CDU
JCAS signal processing.

A. CDU JCAS Scenario
We consider a CDU JCAS scenario, where the BS performs

DL active JCAS operation while receiving the UL communi-
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Fig. 1: The CDU JCAS model.
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Fig. 2: An illustration of signal structure and arrangement in
the CDU JCAS scenario.

cation signal from the user, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Both the
user and BS are equipped with uniform plane arrays (UPAs).
BS has two spatially well-separated UPAs for JCAS operation,
where one is used for transmitting JCAS signals, and the other
concurrently receives JCAS echo signals and UL signals from
the user. Our focus here is on enabling active sensing at BS
in the UL communication period.

Fig. 2 shows the signal structure and arrangement in the
CDU JCAS scenario. In the preamble period, UL communi-
cation synchronization and channel estimation are conducted
at BS. Then, BS starts to transmit dedicated sensing signals,
simultaneously with receiving the rest of UL communication
signals. The BS soon receives superimposed UL communica-
tion and DL sensing echo signals. OFDM signals are used for
both UL communication and DL active sensing. The repeated
sequences are used for each DL sensing symbol so that each
symbol can be treated as the cyclic prefix of the next symbol,
making it easy to align the reception of UL communication
and DL echo signal for OFDM signal processing. As a result,
concurrent UL communication and DL active sensing are
achieved by further handling mutual interference.

B. UPA Model

The uniform interval between neighboring antenna elements
is denoted by da. The size of UPA is P × Q. The two-
dimensional (2D) angle-of-arrival (AoA) for receiving or the
angle-of-departure (AoD) for transmitting the far-field signal
is p = (ϕ, θ)T , where ϕ is the azimuth angle, and θ is

the elevation angle. The phase difference between the (p, q)th
antenna element and the reference element is

ap,q(p)=exp[−j2π
λ
da(p cosϕ sin θ+q sinϕ sin θ)], (1)

where λ = c/fc is the wavelength of the carrier, fc is the
carrier frequency, and c is the speed of light in vacuum.

The steering vector for the array is given by

a (p) = [ap,q (p)]
∣∣
(p,q)∈[0,1,··· ,P−1]×[0,1,··· ,P−1] , (2)

where a(p) ∈ CPQ×1, and [vp,q]|(p,q)∈S1×S2 denotes the
vector stacked by values vp,q satisfying p ∈ S1 and q ∈ S2.

C. JCAS Channel Models

Without loss of generality, we assume that two arrays of BS
have the same size, denoted by Pt×Qt, while the size of the
user’s array is Pr×Qr. In the proposed CDU JCAS scenario,
the UL communication and the DL echo sensing subchannels
are concerned.

1) Downlink Echo Sensing Subchannel Model: The DL
sensing subchannel comprises the reflected paths of the user
and scatterers, as shown in Fig. 1. The channel response of
the DL echo sensing subchannel at the mth OFDM symbol of
the nth subcarrier is given by

HD
S,n,m=

LT−1∑
l=0

[
bS,le

j2πfs,lmT
D
s e−j2πn∆fD(τs,l)

×a(pDRX,l)a
T (pDTX,l)

]
, (3)

where pDTX,l and pDRX,l are 2D AoD and AoA of the JCAS
transmitter and sensing receiver, respectively; a(pDTX,l) ∈
CPtQt×1 and a(pDRX,l) ∈ CPtQt×1 are the corresponding
steering vectors as given in (2); Since the mmWave array is
typically small, pDRX,l = pDTX,l holds; TDs and ∆fD are the
time duration and subcarrier interval of each OFDM symbol,
respectively; fs,l = 2vl

λ is the reflection Doppler frequency
shifts of the lth echo path, with vl being the corresponding
radial relative velocity; τs,l = 2dl

c is the reflection time delays
of the lth path, with dl being the corresponding range; and
bS,l =

√
λ2

(4π)3dl4
×βS,l with βS,l being the reflecting factor of

the lth scatterer that follows a complex Gaussian distribution
with zero mean and variance σ2

Sβ,l.
2) Uplink Communication Channel Model: The UL com-

munication channel comprises a LoS path between the user
and BS, and multiple non-line-of-sight (NLoS) paths, as shown
in Fig. 1. The channel response matrix of the UL communica-
tion channel at the mth OFDM symbol of the nth subcarrier
is given by

HU
C,n,m=

L−1∑
l=0

[
bC,le

j2π(fc,l)mT
U
s e−j2πn∆fU (τc,l)

×a(pURX,l)a
T (pUTX,l)

]
, (4)

where l = 0 is for the response of the LoS path and
l = 1, · · · , L − 1 are for the responses of the (L − 1)
NLoS paths; a(pURX,l) ∈ CPtQt×1 and a(pUTX,l) ∈ CPrQr×1

are the receiving and transmitting steering vectors of the
lth path, as given in (2), respectively; pURX,l and pUTX,l are
the corresponding 2D AoA and AoD of the lth path for
the receiver and transmitter, respectively; TUs and ∆fU are
the time duration and subcarrier interval of each UL OFDM
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Fig. 3: The CDU JCAS signal processing procedures.

symbol, fc,0 = v0
λ is the Doppler frequency shift of the LoS

path, τc,0 = d0
c is the time delay of the LoS path, fc,l and τc,l

(l > 0) are the aggregate Doppler frequency shift and time
delay of the lth NLoS path, respectively; and bC,0 =

√
λ2

(4πd0)2

and bC,l =
√

λ2

(4π)3dl,12dl,22 × βC,l (l > 0) are the attenuation
of the LoS path and the lth NLoS path, respectively, with
dl,1 and dl,2 being the ranges between the transmitter and the
lth scatterer, and between the lth scatterer and the receiver,
respectively. Moreover, βC,l is the reflection factor at the lth
scatterer, which follows a complex Gaussian distribution with
zero mean and variance σ2

Cβ,l. Due to the existence of bC,l, the
LoS path is much stronger than the NLoS path for mmWave.

III. CONCURRENT DOWNLINK AND UPLINK JCAS
SIGNAL PROCESSING

This section provides the CDU JCAS processing method
to acquire the communication and sensing information from
the superposed received signals. We consider the case where
the received UL communication signal is significantly larger
than the DL echo signals. This is a typical case because the
path loss factor of the echo signals is larger than 4, as shown
in (3), while it is between 2 and 3 for the UL communication
signals, as shown in (4). In this case, the UL communication
signal is interfered by relatively smaller echo signal. Therefore,
we can demodulate the UL communication symbols first, and
then reconstruct and remove the UL communication symbols
from the superimposed received signals to obtain the cleaned
sensing echo signals. The CDU JCAS signal processing pro-
cedures are illustrated in Fig. 3. To simplify the interference
cancellation process, we let ∆D

f = ∆U
f and TDs = TUs , which

is a typical choice for DL sensing.

A. UL Communication Channel Acquisition

In the preamble period shown in Fig. 2, the user transmits
preamble symbols to BS. BS receives the preamble symbols
expressed as

yUn,m = HU
C,n,mwU

TX

√
PUt d̄

U
n,m + nUn,m, (5)

where yUn,m is a PtQt×1 vector, d̄Un,m is the preamble symbol
with unit modulus, i.e., E{‖d̄Un,m‖22} = 1, PUt is the UL
transmission power, and nUn,m is a Gaussian noise vector with
each element following a Gaussian distribution with zero mean
and variance σ2

N . Moreover, wU
TX is the transmit beamforming

vector used to generate the beam pointing at BS. Without

loss of generality, wU
TX is generated by using the least-

square (LS) beamforming method in this paper. Therefore,
wU
TX = c0[aH(pUTX,l)]

† [7], where [A]† is the pseudo-inverse
matrix of A, and c0 = ej2πfφ is a complex value with unit
modulus and arbitrary phase. We denote the UL transmission
channel by hUC,n,m = HU

C,n,mwU
TX , which is a PtQt × 1

matrix. The estimate of hUC,n,m is presented as

ĥUC,n,m = yUn,m/(
√
PUt d̄

U
n,m). (6)

B. CDU JCAS Signal Processing

The normalized frequency domain transmitted symbols for
UL communication is denoted by dUn,m, which is mod-
ulated by Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) with
E{
∥∥dUn,m∥∥2

2
} = 1. The DL active sensing symbol is denoted

by dD,Sn,m, which has constant modulus with
∥∥dD,Sn,m

∥∥2

2
= 1.

Then, the received superposed signal at the mth OFDM
symbol of the nth subcarrier can be given by

yDUn,m = hUC,n,m

√
PUt d

U
n,m + hDS,n,m

√
PDt d

D,S
n,m + nDUn,m, (7)

where PDt is the transmit power of DL sensing symbol,
and hDS,n,m = HD

S,n,mwD
TX is the sensing channel response

vector of dimension PtQt × 1. Here, wD
TX generates the

beam pointing at the detection direction of interest, denoted by
pDSTX = (ϕDl , θ

D
l ), which is also generated by LS beamforming

in this paper and is expressed as wD
TX = c0[aH(pDSTX)]†.

Moreover, the elements in nDUn,m are independent and iden-
tically distributed, each following a complex Gaussian distri-
bution with zero mean and variance σ2

N .
1) Communication Signal Demodulation: To demodulate

the communication symbol from the superimposed received
signal, a receiving beamforming vector should be generated
by BS, denoted by wC

RX , to equalize the UL communication
channel. Here, wC

RX is designed to maximize the signal to
noise power ratio (SNR) and minimize the communication
symbol demodulation error. Moreover, according to [8], the
solution of wC

RX is the linear transform of the channel CSI,
i.e., wC

RX = hUC,n,mB. Therefore, the problem is formulated
as

wC
RX =argmin

w
E

{
‖(w)

H
hUC,n,m

√
PUt d

U
n,m−dUn,m‖22

+Tr[σ2
N (w)

H
w]

}
s.t. w = hUC,n,mB,

(8)
Here, the received echo is ignored because hDS,n,m is unknown
before sensing processing and is typically much smaller than
communication response as aforementioned. The solution to
(8) is given in (9), and the detailed derivation is provided in
the Appendix.

wC
RX =

√
PhUC,n,m[(hUC,n,m)HhUC,n,m]−1

× [P (hUC,n,m)
H

hUC,n,m + σ2
N ]−1

× [(hUC,n,m)HhUC,n,m].

(9)

After wC
RX is acquired, the superimposed signal, r̂DUn,m =(

wC
RX

)H
yDUn,m, is expressed as

r̂DUn,m = hUC,n,m

√
PUt d

U
n,m+hD,IS,n,m

√
PDt d

D,S
n,m+nCn,m, (10)



where hUC,n,m = (wC
RX)HhUC,n,m and hD,IS,n,m =

(wC
RX)HhDS,n,m are transformed communication and sensing

responses, respectively; and nCn,m = (wC
RX)HnDUn,m is the

transformed noise. The estimated communication response is
ĥUC,n,m = (wC

RX)H ĥUC,n,m
√
PUt . Then, we can obtain the

noisy communication symbol as d̄DUn,m = (r̂DUn,m)/̂hUC,n,m. The
estimate of dUn,m, denoted by d̂Un,m, can be obtained based
on d̄DUn,m by the maximum-likelihood (ML) criterion, which is
expressed as

d̂Un,m = arg min
dm∈ΘQAM

‖d̄DUn,m − dm‖22, (11)

where ΘQAM is the UL communication constellation set.
2) Downlink Echo Sensing Signal Processing: After the

communication symbol is estimated, the communication sig-
nals can be reconstructed and removed from (7) and we obtain

ŷDUn,m = hDS,n,m

√
PDt d

D,S
n,m + eUn,m + nDUn,m, (12)

where eUn,m = hUC,n,m
√
PUt d

U
n,m−ĥUC,n,m

√
PUt d̂

U
n,m denotes

the demodulation error, and the last two terms are interference
and noise, respectively. It can be seen that noise can influence
both bit error rate (BER) and communication channel estima-
tion error.

Since we are interested in sensing at a specified direc-
tion, pDSTX , BS can apply a beamforming vector pointing at
this specified direction, denoted by wD

RX,S , to receive the
cleaned echo signals in (12). Here, without loss of generality,
we apply the LS beamforming method to obtain wD

RX,S .
Because the echo AoA is the same as the sensing AoD,
wD
RX,S =

(
wD
TX

)∗
. The echo sensing response estimated

at the nth subcarrier of the mth OFDM symbol, denoted by
ĤD
S,n,m = (wD

RX,S)
H

ŷDUn,m/d
D,S
n,m, is given by [9]

ĤD
S,n,m=

LT−1∑
l=0

[√
PDt bS,l$

D
RX,lχ

D
TX,l

×ej2π(mfs,lT
D
s −n∆fDτs,l)

]
+Is,n,m+ns,n,m,

(13)
where χDTX,l = aT (pDTX,l)(w

D
TX) and $D

RX,l =

(wD
RX,S)Ha(pDRX,l) are the transmitting and receiving

beamforming gains of DL JCAS, and Is,n,m =

(wD
RX,S)

H
eUn,m/d

D,S
n,m and ns,n,m = (wD

RX,S)
H

nDUn,m/d
D,S
n,m

are the transformed propagation error and noise, respectively.
Note that ĤD

S,n,m is a complex scalar.
For JCAS processing, multiple OFDM symbols and subcar-

riers are required. We use Ms and Nc to denote the numbers of
OFDM symbols and subcarriers for JCAS operation, respec-
tively. The echo sensing channel response matrix of Ms echo
symbols at Nc subcarriers is denoted by ĤD

S . The (n,m)th
element of ĤD

S is [ĤD
S ]n,m = ĤD

S,n,m.
It can be seen that ĤD

S has column and row vectors with
the bases e−j2πn∆fD(τs,0) and ej2πfs,0,1mT

D
s , respectively.

Therefore, by applying inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT)
to each column of ĤD

S , and applying fast Fourier transform
(FFT) to each row of the transformed matrix of H̄S , the
range-Doppler spectrum can be obtained according to [9]. By
denoting the coordinate of the maximal point of range-Doppler
spectrum as (lR, lf ), the range and radial velocity are given
by d̂0 = clR

2Nc∆fD and v̂r,0=
λlf

2MsTD
s

, respectively [9].
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Fig. 4: The range detection MSE of the proposed CDU
JCAS method and the traditional DL JCAS method under UL
communication interference.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we present the simulation results to verify the
effectiveness of the presented CDU JCAS processing method.
The simulation parameters are given as follows. The carrier
frequency is 63 GHz [10], the subcarrier interval is 240
kHz. The subcarrier number and OFDM symbol number for
detection are Nc = 128 and Ms = 64, respectively. Therefore,
the bandwidth of CDU JCAS is B = 30.72 MHz. The variance
of complex Gaussian noise is set to σ2

N = kFTB = 1.2294×
10−12 W, where k is the Boltzmann constant, F is the noise
factor, and T is the standard temperature. The antenna interval
is half the wavelength, and the antenna array sizes of BS
and the user are Pt × Qt = 8 × 8 and Pr × Qr = 1 × 1,
respectively. The locations of BS and the user are (50, 4.75, 7)
m and (140, 0, 2) m, respectively, and the target’s location is
(129, 10, 5) m. We focus on range detection, and the user is
assumed to be static. Moreover, we set σ2

Cβ,l = σ2
Sβ,l = 1.

Based on the locations of the user, BS, and the scatterer, the
AoA, AoD and ranges between the user and BS can be derived
to generate the JCAS channel response matrices according to
(3) and (4).

The range detection mean square error (MSE) is defined as
the mean value of the squared error of all the range estimates
under a certain set of parameters. To show the improvement
of sensing accuracy under mutual interference between UL
communication and sensing echoes, we choose the DL JCAS
method in [7] as a comparison, which only focuses on the
sensing echo signal processing and does not consider handling
UL communication interference.

For the simplicity of demonstration, we predefine the DL
JCAS method in [7] as case 1, the proposed CDU JCAS
processing method as case 2. Moreover, we predefine the
proposed CDU JCAS processing method without UL com-
munication power as case 3, which is a bottom line for range
detection MSE.
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Fig. 4 shows the range detection MSEs of case 1, case 2
and case 3 in the presence of UL communication interference
when 4-QAM is used for UL communication. The UL transmit
power, PUt , is set to 13 dBm and 20 dBm, respectively. As the
DL transmit power of BS increases, the MSEs of all the curves
decrease because the received SNRs increase. The transmit
power required to achieve the minimum MSE for case 1 is
increased by more than 10 dB, compared with case 3. In other
words, the range accuracy of the traditional JCAS method is
deteriorated severely in the presence of UL communication
interference. When PUt = 20 and 13 dBm, the transmit power
required for case 2 to achieve the minimum MSE are reduced
by 16 and 9 dB, compared with case 1. This is because
CDU JCAS can reduce the impact of UL communication
interference on the echo sensing processing. Moreover, when
PUt = 20 and 13 dBm, the transmit power required for case 2
to achieve the minimum MSE are increased by 1 dB compared
with case 3. In other words, the error propagation caused by
UL communication deteriorates the sensing performance.

Fig. 5 shows BER of case 2. The BER of UL communica-
tion with no echo interference is also plotted for comparison.
Note that when PUt = 20 dBm, the BER is negligible and
approaches 0, which cannot be shown in the figure. When the
DL transmit power, PDt , is small, BER of case 2 is close to
BER of UL communication with no echo interference, because
the echo signal interference endures large loss and is much
smaller than the received UL communication signal. As PDt
increases, BER increases slowly before PDt reaches 27 dBm.
Because PDt is not allowed to exceed 27 dBm in the 3GPP
standard [10], the echo signal in CDU JCAS causes negligible
degradation of communication performance.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a CDU JCAS system that can im-
prove the accuracy of environmental sensing for BS while

performing reliable UL communication. A novel SIC-based
CDU JCAS processing method is proposed to remove the
interference of UL communication to echo sensing signal pro-
cessing without reducing the reliability of UL communication.
Extensive simulation results verify the feasibility of the CDU
JCAS system. It is shown that the CDU JCAS processing
method has significantly improved the range detection accu-
racy compared to the traditional DL active JCAS method, with
negligible performance degradation of UL communications.

APPENDIX

It can be concluded that (8) is a convex problem of B. To
simplify the expression, we use h, P , and d to replace hUC,n,m,
PUt , and dUn,m in (8), respectively. By denoting

J = E{‖wHh
√
Pd− d‖22 + Tr(σ2

NwHw)}, (14)

the solution of ∂J
∂B = 0 is the minimum point for (8). By

deriving the first-order derivative of J over B, and exploiting
E{‖d̄Un,m‖22} = 1, we obtain

∂J

∂B
= 2hHhPhHhB− 2

√
PhHh + 2σ2

NhHhB. (15)

We can further derive the minimum point for (8) as

B = (hHh)−1(PhHh + σ2
N )−1(hHh)

√
P . (16)

By applying (16) into (8), we obtain (9).
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